Manage, Upgrade, Repeat.
Anyone can buy and build new technology. The challenge is how to
migrate your existing environment onto the new one. Dashworks is
unique software designed to help you manage and control your
complex IT migration projects whether it is for transformation (e.g.
Windows 10 / Office 365), Evergreen IT (e.g. Windows-as-a-Service,
O365 ProPlus, hardware refresh) or any other desktop, user, application,
e-mail or mobile device migration.
Spreadsheets are inefficient and can't support the transition to
Evergreen IT. The nature of Evergreen IT is the constant refresh of OS,
applications and hardware giving rise to multiple, regular migration
projects. You need a solution built to run multiple simultaneous projects
leveraging reusable project frameworks and automation to drive speed
and efficiency.

Dashworks Overview
Dashworks automates manual processes associated with onboarding,
scheduling, communications deployment and reporting enabling you to
concentrate on managing budgets, reducing business disruption, driving
efficient logistics and accelerating project delivery. Dashworks'
readiness traffic light system enables you prioritise how to get the
project done, fast. Understand what is ready to migrate, what is holding
you up, and how you are tracking against plan.

Features and Benefits
Built to support Evergreen IT: Create
multiple, repeatable project frameworks
leveraging automation and standard
workflows for WaaS, O365 and hardware
refresh. Run all these projects
simultaneously providing and a great ROI.
Accelerate delivery: Stop spending time
managing spreadsheets of infrastructure and
asset readiness for migration. Dashworks
automatically tracks and reports asset
readiness in real time dynamic dashboards
and pre-canned reports enabling easy
prioritisation and accelerating project
delivery.
Save time & money: Industrialise the
delivery of Evergreen IT initiatives through
standardization and automation of manual
processes, for example communications,
scheduling & deployment.
Single Source of Project Truth: Collect,
manipulate and maintain your Evergreen IT &
migration project data in one, authoritative
version of project truth.
Data Connectors: Harvests from industryleading data sources, such as Microsoft AD,
SCCM, Exchange, Desktop Analytics,
ServiceNow, and many others
Business Agility: Flexible asset grouping to
target departments, teams and manage
priorities across business lines effortlessly.
App Compatibility: Manage your apps'
lifecycle with Dashworks Analysis+ and know
which apps are compatible out of the box.
Automate app smoke testing, app packaging
and workflow management with Dashworks'
UAT module.
Better project visibility: Map your current to
target plans and keep your project in sync
with live asset change seamlessly.

Evergreen IT & Migration Project Challenges
Like many enterprises, you have probably already made
the decision to migrate to Windows 10 and Office 365, now
comes the difficult part - how to do it quickly, accurately
and at the lowest cost? If or when you've migrated there's
a new challenge how do you Evergeen end user IT?

Dashworks engages your asset owners with automated
communications, self-service data validation and self
scheduling or rescheduling:

Barriers to Evergreen IT & Migration
Project scoping in a perpetual change environment.
Lack of a single source of project truth.
Communicating constant change to end users.
Managing scheduling and logistics
Lack of repeatability,
Dashworks Process - Manage, Upgrade, Repeat
Dashworks establishes a perpetual project baseline. All
relevant data feeds into a central command and control
center, the data warehouse. This enables you to manage
your Evergreen IT initiatives & migration projects from one
single command and control center — providing a single
version of project truth.
Dynamic reports and dashboards keep you informed of the
current state of the project at all times - showing where
every asset and task is at in the process, which allows you
the control you need to effectively prioritize, communicate
with the business and mitigate any potential negative
impacts ahead of time:

Dashworks enables the creation of multiple, repeatable
project frameworks leveraging automation and standard
workflows for WaaS, O365, hardware refresh, application
roll outs and migrations. It is the only solution which
enables you to run all of these projects simultaneously.
When it's time for deployment Dashworks leverages your
existing deployment tools to automate OS deployments,
WaaS updates, mailbox migration, app roll outs and so on,
driven from the central scheduling system.
On average, Dashworks-managed projects save 30% of
project management time and resources, and achieve
project completion 15% earlier.
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